
JEFFERSON DAVIS PARISH SALES AND USE TAX OFFICE
PO BOX 1161 – PHONE (337) 824-2744

JENNINGS, LOUISIANA 70546

October 19, 2021

Dear Jeff Davis Parish Families

On November 13, 2021 you will all have the opportunity to make a difference in our parish and state.  A
proposed amendment to the Louisiana Constitution is being introduced to the public for their
consideration in regards to the handling of the local’s tax collections and disbursements.  The measure
being added to the ballot appears as follows:

● A vote YES would send local funds through Baton Rouge before they can be distributed
to the local authorities. Proponents of the amendment profess that sales tax collections
will increase because the State’s ability to efficiently organize the tax collection process.

● A vote NO on Amendment No. 1 would keep local money with our local offices and
employees.  Those in opposition of the amendment maintain that the State’s involvement
would be an overreach into local operations and disrupt the current system’s
effectiveness and efficiency.

Please read the attached FAQ sheet before heading to the polls in November.  It is important that all the
facts are available for our local families to make informed decisions at the polls, the attached sheet fully
addresses all statements made in regards to the amendment in order to give the public the full picture of
why it is being proposed and how it will affect current operations.

Please feel free to contact the Jeff Davis Parish Tax Office with any questions or concerns at
337-824-2744.

Sincerely,

Amber Hymel



Tax Collector Jefferson Davis Parish

Proposed Amendment No. 1 FAQs

MISCONCEPTION #1: Local representatives wrote the legislation for the State Central amendment
Local representatives did indeed take part in a study group to write the legislation.  However, after wording was
agreed upon by the locals and representatives the final draft presented for the Legislative Session was not the same
agreed to proposal.

MISCONCEPTION #2: There is not a way currently for businesses that are not remote sellers to file
and pay their taxes in one location.
Parish E-file and Sales Tax Online are two websites available for businesses to file all their returns at one time. They
can also file the State return on Parish E-file for a real “one-stop shop”.

MISCONCEPTION #3: Businesses are subject to too many audits from too many jurisdictions at any
given time.  There needs to be a streamlined multi-parish audit program.
Currently the Local Uniform Sales Tax Board offers the opportunity for multi-parish audits, but has yet to have any
businesses opt in.  If multi-parish audits are performed the business will be subject to multiple audits at one time and
have findings due in a large sum at one time, when currently any liabilities are staggered making it easier for a
business to budget for these findings.

MISCONCEPTION #4: This will not take any funding away from the local jurisdictions.

If passed the new commission will absorb the costs currently being paid to the Uniform Local Tax Board & Remote
Seller Commission upon their dissolution.  However, there will be at least a year in which all boards are operating
concurrently so there will need to be a further charge to fund the new commission during this time.

MISCONCEPTION #5: LA is leaving money on the table by not having a centralized tax system.  MS moved
to centralized increased their collections by $400,000.

What is not being told to taxpayers is that MS only has 86 sales tax exemptions or exclusions, where LA has well
over 200.  In fact, more exemptions that will directly affect locals were passed in the last session.  Comparing
collections in these two states is irrelevant because they are not operating with the same baseline.

MISCONCEPTION #6: LA is missing out on large amounts of online taxes and this amendment would
change that.

LA is already collecting the online tax dollars being referred to in these statements.  Local offices have been
collecting these amounts since July 2020 when the Remote Seller’s Commission was created and we were legally
able to collect such taxes.

MISCONCEPTION #7: Jobs will be created by this commission.

Indeed jobs will be created if this new board is created.  These new jobs will all be in Baton Rouge.  The jobs
currently held by local individuals will be cut in half in most parishes and those affected individuals will not have
first dibs at the newly created positions on the other side of the state.

MISCONCEPTION #8: The timeline from collection and disbursement will not change.



Currently: A toy is bought from Abe’s Toys on Jan 1, and that customer pays taxes to Abe on that purchase.  Abe
remits the tax to the local sales tax office on Feb 20.  The local tax office distributes that tax to the local bodies on
Mar 1.

Proposed Timeline: A toy is still bought on Jan 1. Abe will still remit the tax on Feb 20, but to the State.  The state
will then take a percentage off the top and distribute the tax to the local office between Mar 10 – 20. Then the local
office distributes the tax to the local bodies on April 1.


